
1 Introduction
The project involved scanning the original 1940s bomb

census maps that record the location of bombs that were

dropped on London by the Luftwaffe during WW2. Once

scanned, the historical maps were georeferenced and

digitized to capture the geographical coordinates of the

falling bombs. The project has produced two key outputs:

(1) a responsive mode web mapping application built

using an open-source software stack (Geoserver, PostGIS,

GeoDjango and Leaflet) thus making the website usable

on a desktop, tablet and mobile phone (available at

www.bombsight.org); and (2) a native Android application

with an augmented-reality view which takes advantage of

the mobile phone’s camera and GPS (Global Positioning

System) using Wikitude and PhoneGap. A user can point

their phone in a London street and investigate the location

of the falling bombs projected onto a view of that street.

Both outputs provide innovative methods for exploring

historical datasets for non-commercial use and ensure

valuable archive resources are made more widely

accessible. 

The project launched at the end of November 2012

and went viral, becoming a global phenomenon. By March

2014, the website had reached a global audience of more

than 500,000 unique visitors, with over 3,000 mobile app

downloads and over 70 different media stories. In this

short paper we discuss the design of the mapping tools, the

process of which we believe contributed significantly to

the project’s impact. 

2 Context and Project Aims
Technological advances in the last decade have

transformed practices in Geographical Information (GI),

bringing new technologies and methods for acquiring,

processing and sharing GI (Goodchild, 2010); most

markedly, the now ubiquitous web-mapping applications

based on online ‘slippy map’ APIs (Application

Programming Interfaces – such as Bing Maps, Google

Maps, and OpenStreetMap). These interfaces enable the

integration of maps into external websites, services and

mobile apps, with simple intuitive interfaces that adhere to

usability principles (Jones and Weber, 2012). These new

map interfaces were a real breakthrough for widening

access to GI, as the previous generation of web mapping

often tried to reproduce the technical functionality of

desktop GIS, which invariably came with their reputation

for being hard to use (Davies and  Medyckyj-Scott, 1996).

Interfaces that developed around ‘slippy maps’ are now

one of the primary GI interaction tools for the layperson,

allowing both easy-to-learn and memorable map-based

enquiries. 

Despite the relatively favourable outcomes of online

mapping applications and how widely embedded maps

have become in everyday life, there remain limitations and

weaknesses associated with online mapping practices.

Maps that are either poorly designed and/or are embedded

within complex interfaces and focus on technological

advances lead users to become disengaged and

disenfranchised (MacEacheren and Kraak, 2001; Haklay

and Tobon, 2003; Fuhrmann et al., 2005; Shneiderman and

Palisant, 2005; Sui, 2008; and Jones et al., 2009). This

revolution in how GI is created and consumed presents an

opportunity for research to lead a greater shift towards the

geospatial user-centric design of interfaces and mapping

representations (Goodchild, 2011), for turning away from

the over-reliance on sophisticated and often complex

interactions which alienate users and impair knowledge

construction, and for moving towards the adoption of new

geo-technology interfaces that place users at the core. 

The ease with which a user can interact with a

website expedites efficient task performance. The success

of mapping applications then stems from a design

emphasis that is centred upon user needs, resulting in very

simple user interactions that are easy to learn and

significantly reduce the user’s cognitive load (Jones and
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Weber, 2010), thus, moving towards the attainment of

almost universal usability (useful and usable applications

by all types of demographic groups). With this in mind, the

motivation of the Bomb Sight project was to widen access

for learners to geo-historic datasets via engaging geo-

technologies, seamlessly linking together disparate

datasets in a coherent structure – all made accessible via

easy-to-use software interfaces. In doing so, it (1)

illustrates how geography can be a useful method for

linking diverse (e.g., historic) datasets through space and

time; (2) opens up archive data and existing spatial data to

new users; and (3) helps learners interact with archive data

within a situational context. 

It is with this focus on usability and user familiarity

that the Bomb Sight tools were developed. The goal of the

project was to develop tools that were (1) easy to learn

how to use; (2) have functionality that was easy to find and

remember how to use (i.e. memorable), (3) tasks that could

be completed speedily, (4) a low error rate and (5) a

interface that left all users feeling satisfied. Thus

conforming basic usability tenants (references) resulting in

simple, intuitive mapping applications, where ‘less is

more’ (Jones et al., 2009). 

3 Project Design and Development 

3.1 Approach
The starting point of the project was to understand our

users, which was achieved by adopting techniques from

user design engineering and Human Computer Interaction

(HCI). Firstly, from interviews and discussions three types

of potential users were identified: students, researchers,

and archive users (citizen researchers). Secondly, we

observed how they would use the historical maps and

noted what the current challenges were that prevented their

use. The maps were difficult to find and access, specialist

skills were required to turn the historical paper maps into

digital data and link different data sources together. With

this information user stories were developed for the three

user types (see Figure 1). The user stories provide, in

dialogue form, the key requirements for the tools, the

different data to be integrated, and a prioritization of what

was to be developed. 

A user experience vision was also created to

maintain focus and priority for the user and ensure focus

was not simply about the technology. The Bomb Sight

project seamlessly links together different types of data to

develop tools for students and researchers (academic and

citizen) to explore and discover where the bombs fell and

to reveal individual accounts of life in London at that time.

For the first time, the tools provide digital access to

archive content via new interactive representations that are

accessible and usable, requiring no specialist expertise in

mapping technologies. The user experience vision states

what user will be able to achieve with the tools and what

skills users are expected to have. It also identifies why the

tools are innovative. 

3.2 User Interface Design
Once the requirements for the tools had been established,

it was possible to sketch out the wireframes. This is an

iterative process of continuous improvement that focuses

on the structure of the interface rather than the minute

detail of graphic design; exploring and defining

wireframes to chart user experience and interaction

patterns. These wireframes thus encapsulate a plan for the
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Figure 1 A user story for a student using the Bomb Sight website
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placement of user interaction elements and a navigational

schema for how users will interact with the site or app. 

For this project, elements for navigating the map are

in the top left of the map: zoom, pan, and show my

location, with the search bar directly above it. The map,

being the most important interface element, has been given

priority and it takes up most of the screen’s ‘real estate’.

The area of the optical centre of the map was kept free of

interaction elements. Given the iterative nature for the

development of these wireframes, a small set of users

evaluated the wireframes and feedback was incorporated

into the subsequent iterations. An example of an early

project wireframe is shown in Figure 2. 

Combining the user stories and experiences with

information from the validated wireframes, the next stage

was for the developer to use a set of sample data to begin

development of a prototype system of both the client-

(user) side and the server infrastructure underpinning the

system. The server infrastructure, based on Linux, makes

use of proven open source components: PostgreSQL/

PostGIS for (spatial) data storage and management,

augmented by Geoserver to manage and serve spatial

layers, and the Python GeoDjango web framework for the

website. On the client-side, the website makes use of

modern best practice in client web design, combining

HTML, CSS and Ajax JavaScript (JQuery), with the

essential web-mapping and geo-data display and

interactions enabled via the Leaflet framework. For the

Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) app, the Phonegap

framework enabled development in Javascript, HTML and

CSS along with the AR Wikitude library. 

3.3 Cartographic Design
At the same time as understanding the user, the project

developed both general design and cartographic design

requirements that would form the basis of the map

visualizations.  It was important the overall styling and

imagery of the interfaces was serious, simple, apolitical

and reverential to the subject matter, allowing the data and

information to tell the story. The requirements were: (1)

for the maps to have maximum impact but to be sensitive

to the research theme; (2) to engage emotion; (3) to create

a visual hierarchy with the different mapping layers; (4) to

ensure the maps work on low and high specification

machines; (5) have scale-sensitive visualizations and

symbology; and (6) to embed inherent meaning in the

representations. 

The graphic designer set about developing a set of

intuitive icons for the project to indicate the different types

of bombs (where known), using colours that stood out

against different historical maps and a contemporary base

map. This was an iterative process to reach the final icon
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set. The icons were designed in red, which signifies

‘danger’ in European culture and is also the most dominant

colour the eye sees first. The red icons of the bombs

therefore dominate the visual hierarchy of the map and

engage an emotional response from the user. 

4 Implementation and Reception
On the homepage of the website, the map is made as large

as possible as it is the most important feature of the

interface and primary point of interaction. The map takes

priority and at whatever zoom level the visual impact of

the data is maximised. Icons are not used for all interactive

scales of the map because at small scales they would be

cluttered and illegible. The cartographic visualizations are

scale-sensitive and their data structure changes from raster

to vector as the user zooms into the larger, more detailed

scale of the local neighbourhood (Figure 3). 

The original prototype was developed using sample

data and adopted client-side data clustering to produce a

clustered hot/cold symbol map for the smaller-scale

visualization. However, this did not render once the final

dataset was digitized and it became obvious that for users

on slow clients, the loading and display times of the page

as the use zooms in or out were woefully slow. With more

than 31,000 bomb locations (vector points), the use of

small red dots organized into raster tilesets enabled

acceptable page-loading times for all users. This decision

represented a cost/benefit choice between cartographic

methods of generalization and usability engineering,

ensuring users did not have to wait more than a second to

zoom into the next cartographic layer. A user will not wait

for the data and pages to load; they will simply leave a

website or uninstall a phone app which is unresponsive.

Although the small-scale map of London looks
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Figure 3 Scale-dependent cartographic visualizations and changing data structures

(a) Scale: London (Civil Defence Region 5); Data Type: Raster
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messy to a cartographer and is symptomatic of ‘red dot

fever’, in this particular instance it is actually a powerful

representation. User testing revealed that the sheer

quantity of red dots proved to be an effective visualization.

The map certainly looks crowded and perhaps a density

map would be neater, but the red dots successfully evoke

an emotional response in the user as it both captures and

expresses the sheer volume of bombs that fell during the

period, described by the BBC (2012) as the “Circle of

Fire”. In the context of this project, the visualizations

represent a compromise between the data characteristics,

technical and performance limitations, project resource

limitations, as well as user needs and experience.

However, there is potential for future geo-technologies to

find equilibrium between technological advances and

meaningful design that will ultimately depend upon user

interest and embedding a user-centred focus from the

outset.

5 Conclusion 
The project’s development methodology adopted usability

engineering techniques and cartographic best practice and

applied these to geo-technology apps for the purposes of

developing new teaching and learning tools for spatial

archive data. We also dramatically widened access to

archive material previously only available in the map

reading room of The National Archives and accessed

mostly by a small number of experts. Furthermore, the

digitization of the actual historical bomb locations to

create a vector dataset, and not simply just georeferencing

the historical maps, created a completely new view of the

London Blitz, simultaneously showing the overall

intensity and scale of the bombings for Greater London,

and also allowing users to explore individual street level

impacts, combined with witness accounts and historic

photographs.
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